Abstract: This paper aims to briefly introduce the main idea behind the fuzzy approach and to identify the areas and problems encountered in the humanities that might profit from using this approach. Based on a short overview of selected applications of fuzzy in psychology we identify key areas in which the fuzzy approach has already been applied, and propose a list of general types of problems that the fuzzy approach may provide solutions for in psychology and the humanities in general. These types of problems are illustrated using practical examples. The benefits and possible shortcomings of using the fuzzy approach compared to classical approaches in use today are discussed.
Introduction
The goal of every science can be formulated like this: to describe, explain, and predict the world, or more specifically the behaviour of the object of study. In psychology, the object is the human mind. However, it is not an object that is easy to access. There are not many ways in which the human mind or specific mental processes can be directly assessed or measured.
Psychology uses methods and formal models developed in other sciences for other purposes (mathematics, physics, medicine and others) as well as methods developed directly for psychology. Many of these originate from other sciences and use their tools. Of all these formal tools, statistics has an important role to play (especially in quantitative methodology). It is one of the few mathematical tools that all psychology majors meet during their studies and as far as we can say from our experience, the only one that psychology students in the Czech Republic are really required to be familiar with. It is used in psychological diagnostics to define the norm, to assess the validity and reliability of psychological tests and methods, HUMAN AFFAIRS 24, 189-203, 2014 DOI: 10.2478 to test hypotheses-its uses are numerous and in many cases the use of statistics is not only apt, but beneficial to the psychological understanding of the world (or at least of a part of it). We might question how much statistics can be of service if we really want to concentrate on uniqueness, if we want to capture what it is that makes every human being different from other human beings. The fact that qualitative methodologies have been introduced into psychology (if introduction is the correct term for ideas that have always been implicitly present in psychology, although perhaps not sufficiently methodologically and formally grounded) means that the answer this question is a clear "not enough".
In this paper we would like to point out that if we create a psychological methodology based mainly on statistics, we might sooner or later find that there is a hole in it. And for all the problems that fall into this hole, statistics and other mathematical tools commonly used in psychology (scaling, optimisation, etc) might not be able to provide satisfactory models. The hole might not be visible from a distance-only when we encounter a problem lying really close to the hole or even directly inside it do we realize that new tools are necessary and that a different approach to building formal models is required. So it is quite possible that many psychologists will not get closer to the problems near this hole during their whole professional career. But if they eventually do, they need to have tools to deal with them appropriately. Representing human knowledge, working with linguistic descriptions of reality or mental processes (self-reports), dealing with uncertain information or describing human decision-making are issues that form just a subset of the problems that might fall into this Figure 1 . The concept of a fuzzy set: a) crisp set of happy people in the population-people are either happy or not happy; b) crisp set with borderline cases (grey area with question marks) where we cannot decide whether these people are happy or not; c) fuzzy set of happy people-people can be happy to various extents-in the centre the people are completely happy, the further away from the centre they are, the less happy the people are.
"hole in methodology". In our opinion we encounter problems from this area quite frequently in psychology, but we either treat them with methods ill-suited to these problems or the data they produce, or we ignore them owing to the lack of appropriate tools.
If we consider some of the most typical sources of information in psychologyinterviews, observations and similar methods-we usually obtain a linguistic description of the problem or process. This description is based on a self-report by a particular human being, and as such can be understood only as precisely as the words and language allow. The meaning of the words is, however, not certain-some of the linguistic expressions we normally use partially overlap, and their meanings are context dependent and may even differ from person to person. If uncertainty is inherent to linguistic description (due to the process whereby one person codes ideas into words and then they are decoded back into ideas-that is, a second person-the psychologist-assigns meaning to the words), then classical methods not equipped to deal with uncertainty may produce incorrect results when applied to model situations or systems that are described linguistically.
We aim to briefly introduce the basic concept of fuzzy approach in the following section. Using a list of a number of successful applications of fuzzy in a psychological context, we identify several prototypical issues which typically lead to the use of fuzzy tools (or at least suggest that the use of fuzzy might be considered). We discuss several implications and areas that typically encounter several of these issues. Finally, we provide two practical applications of fuzzy in the humanities context to show how the prototypical issues can be dealt with in real life.
Fuzzy approach in a nutshell
The fuzzy approach is based on the idea that, in some cases, it is not reasonable to say that an object either has a property or it does not (the fuzzy approach in fact assumes that the logical law of the excluded middle does not hold). Objects or people may exhibit some properties only partially-to a certain extent. This becomes even more apparent when the properties are described in common language-by words. Let us for example consider happiness. If we would like to select all the happy people from the population, we would have to be able to define a strict threshold between "happiness" and "not happiness" -that is, we would have to be able to decide whether each person is happy or not (see Figure 1 , subfigure a). This approach is, however, counterintuitive. In this case, we would probably be able to select those who are "definitely happy" and those who are "definitely not happy". But there would be a certain amount of people for whom we would not be able to decide with certainty (see Figure 1 , subfigure b). This is usually used in diagnostics for borderline values of scores or indicators. If we obtain values close to the threshold, we interpret them with more caution (for example as being inconclusive).
If we consider happiness then there are people that are "very happy", some of them may even be "manic", there may also be people that are "a bit happy", "somewhat unhappy" and so on. It would therefore seem that happiness is an emotion that people experience to different extents (Figure 1 , subfigure c) describes a fuzzy set of happy people-the darker the colour, the higher the level of happiness). We can view the characteristic property of a set as a linguistic label of a set as well and the degree to which a member belongs to this set (usually a number between 0 and 1) can be interpreted as the level of compatibility of the member with this linguistic label-the extent to which the linguistic label describes the member well. This can be of course interpreted also in a logical sense-statements in fuzzy logic can be true, false or everything between these two extremes-this means a statement can hold only partially.
To refer to the concept of fuzzy modelling and fuzzy logic as a new branch of mathematics would not be appropriate. Fuzzy sets were introduced as far back as in 1965 by Zadeh and he outlined the possibility that fuzzy sets could be used to model the meanings of certain linguistic terms ten years later (Zadeh, 1975) . There is a considerable amount of literature on fuzzy logic, fuzzy set theory and linguistic fuzzy modelling and it is not within the scope of this paper to provide theoretical insights into this area (interested readers can see for example Klir & Yuan (1995) or Dubois & Prade (2000)).
Applying fuzzy in psychology and social sciences
Since 1965, there has been a fair amount of development in the field of fuzzy, both in the theory and applications. Surprisingly, fuzzy set theory has received more attention in the technical sciences and heavy industry than in the humanities. There are a number of books and book chapters on fuzzy methods in the social sciences and psychology-for example, Smithson (1986) , Zétényi (1988) , Smithson & Oden (1999) , Ragin (2000) , Smithson & Verkuilen (2006) and Arfi (2010) . Most of these authors expect that the fuzzy approach will attract greater attention in the humanities soon. It would not be correct to say that there are no cases of fuzzy mathematics or linguistic fuzzy modelling being applied so far-some interesting psychological results can be found, such as: • fuzzy logical model of perception (Oden & Massaro, 1978) • fuzzy set based theory of memory (Massaro et al., 1991) • approach to depression as a fuzzy concept (Horowitz & Malle, 1993) • fuzzy burnout syndrome concept (Burisch, 1993) • fuzzy scaling and various fuzzifications of Likert scales • fuzzy coding in qualitative research • fuzzy developmental stages theories (overlapping stages)
Researchers have also focused on the use of linguistic fuzzy modelling in psychological diagnostics (focus on the MMPI-2 interpretation)-see Bebčáková et al. (2010) or for an example of MMPI-2 (a psychological personality inventory) interpretation tools using fuzzy concepts and linguistic modelling.
There are also numerous applications of fuzzy methods in formal mathematical theory of group and multiple criteria decision-making (which are very close to psychology) and fuzzy data analysis methods. The use of fuzzy methods in HR management in companies has been discussed in Zemková & Talašová (2011); describe potential uses of fuzzy rule bases in HR management at tertiary education institutions.
Fuzzy concepts have also been covered in fuzzy linguistics. The linguistic modelling approach also provides valuable insights into classical decision support methods. It can be used even in the evaluation of arts-for example an evaluation model for the creative work outcomes of Czech art colleges and faculties (described in shows how a linguistically described condition on consistency of expert preferences can prove useful in large evaluation problems.
Prototypical issues: where human sciences can benefit from the fuzzy approach These applications of fuzzy in the humanities all share some common features that can be extracted to produce a list of typical cases of when one might consider using the fuzzy approach. All the examples address issues that cannot be sufficiently reflected upon and dealt with in the formal models in psychology using the classical crisp approach. These include:
• inadequacy of crisp boundaries and "grey zones"-a typical example of this issue is deciding whether a particular observation, test score etc., is within the norm or not. It is not reasonable to assume that the shift from being one unit below the threshold (can be defined numerically or linguistically) to being one unit above the threshold means a transition from being "normal" to being "beyond the norm". In diagnostics, setting scores and observations around the threshold can be treated as "inconclusive" or "borderline". But this does not solve the problem as we still need to decide what is "normal" and when it becomes "borderline". The fuzzy approach can provide tools that enable the continuous transition from one state to another, allowing an observation to be partially normal and partially above the norm.
• ill-defined and overlapping categories-in many cases we need to classify people or objects into classes. These classes are usually defined by their characteristic feature (this can be a measurable quality or a purely qualitative feature). Classical approaches operate under the assumption that an object cannot belong to more than one class at the same time. The fuzzy approach makes it possible for an object to distribute its membership among several categories, as well as to belong fully to several categories at the same time. This includes also diagnostics situations, testing, management decisions and so on.
• continuity of transformation between stages-many theories operating with stages might again benefit from the possibility of modelling continuous transitions between stages. Not only developmental stages as mentioned in the previous section-evaluation is also a good example of this problem (an improving performance means a person gradually ceases to be "average" and begins to be "good").
• linguistic data-when we deal with information provided in words, we need to be able to account for the uncertainty inherent in such data. Since a concept can mean different things to two different people, formal models should be able to reflect these differences. Also the fact that the same linguistic term can equally well describe various actual objects or situations (a "long sleep" can be something between 6 and 12 hours for me) should be modelled adequately. A single object might even be described using several words (to various degrees of compatibility). It may be necessary to allow a description to be partially compatible with an object. A fuzzy approach can provide tools to represent linguistic data.
• measurement/assessment with linguistically labelled scales-all assessment and measurement instruments that use linguistic labels or scales (for example: neversometimes-always) may encounter problems with the uncertainty of the words used and the different meanings of these words among different people. When subjective differences in meaning become an issue, appropriate tools to model the meanings of words are welcome. The issues of meaning might also arise when only numerical scales are used.
• partial validity of statements or data-in the humanities, where human beings provide a great amount of the data and where observation and interpretation play an important part in the methodology, we cannot rely on the fact that the data we work with are completely valid (some instruments even provide tools for the validity assessment of the data obtained from people). Human knowledge of the world can be contradictory, incomplete or uncertain. If we have no more objective means of obtaining data than self-assessment, we need to be able to reflect the different validities of our findings, and the varying importance of the rules we use to describe the behaviour of the system. Fuzzy can not only provide tools to represent the partial validity of statements and data, it can also provide the means for assessing the methods we already use in the context of partially valid data. We do not claim that the fuzzy approach will solve all these problems. The fuzzy approach also has its limits, which are usually defined by people's ability to express the meaning of words, the issue of the context dependency of the meaning and the inconsistency of expert knowledge of the systems. Fuzzy methodology was developed to deal with uncertainty and as such might provide at least some level of assistance for these issues. However, we need to admit that the continued collaboration between fuzzy set theoreticians, psychologists, linguists and sociologists is required to find even more appropriate ways of capturing the meaning of words in ordinary language.
Using these prototypical issues identified above, we can generate several possible areas in which the fuzzy approach can be used in the humanities. Combining the ability to deal with uncertainty (and hence to model some aspects of language descriptions of reality) and allowing the partial validity of statements, we can build powerful tools for the humanities that could be used for example in expert knowledge representation, knowledge transfer and provide assistance in difficult decision problems (such as diagnostics in psychology).
Since language is our main tool for communication, being able to build models using words (narrative descriptions) that reflect knowledge of the systems we are interested in seems to be the natural course of research in the humanities. The uncertainty inherent in words is the key to the relative simplicity and effectiveness of our communication. Providing precise descriptions is not only unnatural to human beings, in many cases it is also impossible (we do not know exactly what "fast" is in km/h, we do not have a precise representation of "a while"), but we still understand each other well enough. And the models that fit "well enough" remain relatively simple and understandable and are the main domain of fuzzy mathematics and linguistic fuzzy modelling.
Once we have a model of expert knowledge, we can easily distribute it to others. This might be an interesting feature in the context of education. Let us consider that we are able to model the diagnostics process of a skilled diagnostician, his work using the diagnostics method, his way of dealing with the data and interpreting results. Linguistic fuzzy modelling can provide us with a formal (mathematical) level and an attached linguistic description level (see also the next section for more information on this). That way if we input the expert knowledge into a computer, we obtain a good training tool for students-future diagnosticians. They can train their skills against a modelled expert in the field. The main advantage of fuzzy modelling in this context compared to other mathematical tools (such as neural networks) is that when students make a mistake, they can check what they did differently from the procedure implemented in the model. As the model has an in-build linguistic level, the students can check it against the description of the process described in words, not mathematical formulas.
We can also use the fuzzy approach to assist us in everyday complex tasks which require our insight, but are repeated frequently. Using fuzzy we can build decision support tools by describing what we do in words and spare time to concentrate on more pressing matters. In psychological diagnostics, the pre-processing of data can be automatized (in a way that still reflects our habits in working with the data) to provide us with some kind of summarizing information, even to suggest possible diagnoses (using the fact that a subject can belong fully or partially to several classes).
What can fuzzy bring psychology-practical examples
Before we present some examples of the use of fuzzy methods in a humanities context, we provide a brief overview of the possible benefits of fuzzy approach to psychology. Figure 2 illustrates the use of classical mathematical methods in psychology-inputs (these may be words obtained by interview or other self-report based methods) are converted into mathematical objects (numerical inputs provided by diagnostics methods can be rescaled or used in the form they are provided) and are then processed by the selected mathematical model. The model produces results in the form of mathematical objects, which need to be interpreted appropriately. To describe the results of a mathematical model using words in a way that captures their proper meaning is not easy-this process is even more demanding if the mathematical operations performed with the inputs are complex.
If we link the inputs and the mathematical operations we perform on the inputs to their proper linguistic meanings, we get a linguistic model. This model (see Figure 3 ) has two levels for describing the modelled system. The first is the linguistic level, which remains comprehensible to all (even the non-expert) because it uses words to describe the variables and their relationships. The second level (computational or mathematical) reflects the linguistic level, if possible, in each step of the model. Mathematical methods therefore have to be chosen to best reflect the linguistic level (which is demanding and requires a sufficient understanding of the methods and the fuzzy approach itself). By maintaining the correspondence between the two levels of the model, interpreting the outputs of the computational level is much easier and the model remains comprehensible. Also adjustments to the model can be easily made at the linguistic level-particularly when the relationships between the variables are described using linguistic IF-THEN rules (see the example of the academic faculty evaluation system).
Academic faculty evaluation system IS HAP (example 1)
Linguistic rules-such as "If the weather is nice, then you can leave your umbrella at home" provide an easy-to-understand description of the modelled system or expert knowledge on a system. Linguistic fuzzy models can be used for knowledge storage, knowledge transfer and even to test expert knowledge. Consider that we build a linguistic model of the reasoning process of a skilled diagnostician (see Figure 7 for a simple example of such a decision process described using 25 rules, Figures 4-6 summarize the meanings of the linguistic terms used in the rules). Once it is available, we can provide it to students to see how the expert approaches the diagnostic situation. The computational level allows us to input this knowledge (albeit described in words and thus uncertain) into a computer programme against which the students can test their diagnostic conclusions and thanks to the linguistic level, they can find out which aspects of their train of thinking differs from the experts'.
Let us consider a real example of an academic faculty evaluation system called IS HAP, developed at the Faculty of Science, Palacky University in Olomouc, (see Stoklasa (2011, 2013) for more details). The system is based on two inputs-evaluation of an academic faculty member in teaching (see Figure 4) and evaluation of the academic faculty member in research and development (see Figure 5 ). For both areas 5 linguistic values are used to describe the performance of the academic faculty member: very low, low, standard, high, extreme. The meanings of these words are modelled by the respective triangles in Figures 4 and 5. It can be seen that the meanings of the neighbouring linguistic terms overlap. This can be interpreted in the following way: as teaching performance ( Figure  4 ) improves-moving along the horizontal axis from 0 to the right, the true linguistic description of the performance ceases to be "very low" and gradually moves to "low"; for the value of 0.5 on the horizontal axis, "low" is an entirely appropriate description and as the performance of the staff member improves, "low" ceases to be an appropriate description and "standard" becomes more appropriate up to the value of 1, where standard is entirely appropriate. This way the value of 0.9 can be interpreted as being "20% low and 80% standard"-that is "somewhere between a low and a standard performance but closer to standard".
The relationship between the evaluation in teaching and research and development is described by the rule base in Figure 7 , which can be read as 25 rules thus: RULE 1: "if teaching performance is low and research and development performance is low, then the overall evaluation is unsatisfactory", ... RULE 14: "if teaching performance is standard and research and development performance is high, then the overall evaluation is very good", ... RULE 25: "if teaching performance is extreme and research and development performance is extreme, then the overall evaluation is excellent".
The meanings of the linguistic terms of the output variable are shown in Figure 6 . The rule base is easy to understand and can be used not only to compute the linguistic evaluation, but also to explain to the academic faculty members what kind of behaviour will result in which particular evaluation. Although the description is highly comprehensible, the evaluation function represented by the rule base is quite a complex one (see Figure 8 , describes how the evaluations are computed at the mathematical level of the model). This illustrates that linguistic models are capable of describing complex relationships in a way that is easy to understand. Also adjustments to the evaluation process can be made simply by changing the outputs (that is the "then" part of the 25 rules). The outputs can easily be transformed into colour bars (see Figure 9 ) by assigning a colour to each value of the output variable. If the overall evaluation is "60% standard and 40% very good", we will obtain a rectangle which will be 60% yellow and 40% light blue (that is an output that is uncertain and requires the active participation of the evaluator to be appropriately interpreted within the whole evaluation context, which is desirable).
Psychological diagnostics (example 2)
Linguistic rules can also be used to classify objects into categories. This is a typical task in psychological diagnostics for example. Again, we can obtain rules that describe under which conditions an object (a client) should be classified into which category (assigned which diagnosis). Inputs for this classification process could be complex results from several test methods, from an interview or any other source of information we might use. It may prove useful not to see the diagnoses as mutually exclusive-a client may be assigned several diagnoses. Also, we can consider situations in which we are able to find only partial evidence for assigning specific diagnoses. Figure 10 shows an example output of such a model in which we consider 6 diagnoses dg 1 , ..., dg 6 . These results can be interpreted such that if we have confirmed diagnosis 1, we have found partial evidence for diagnoses 2, 4 and 6 and we have found no confirmatory information for diagnoses 3 and 5.
If we also add rules that describe the conditions under which we can disprove a diagnosis, we can obtain results as depicted in Figure 11 . This kind of thinking brings additional information to the diagnostics situation. We can interpret the results in the following way: diagnosis 1 can be seen as confirmed, there is contradictory information concerning diagnosis 2-it is partially confirmed and partially disproved, we have found no information (neither confirmatory, nor disproving) for diagnosis 3, there is strong but incomplete confirmation of dg 4 , but some disproving information has also been found, dg 5 can be considered as disproved, as can dg 6 (where only a small level of confirmation has been found). If we add the disproving rules, we are able to identify the ambivalent information (dg 2 ). We are now able to distinguish between dg 3 (complete lack of information on this diagnosis-no reason to confirm or disprove it) and dg 5 (now clearly disproved).
Conclusions
Psychology relies substantially on self-report based methods, which provide linguistic and, hence uncertain, information. Despite its uncertainty, linguistic information is sufficient to describe some systems and well suited to describe systems with human components. As such it can prove useful in that it can deal with uncertain and linguistic information in psychology, reflect the partial validity of statements and represent it formally. We have identified several prototypical issues which can signal that the use of fuzzy methodology may provide useful tools. We have discussed what the fuzzy approach can bring to the table that other mathematical tools cannot and also some possible shortcomings in the fuzzy approach.
In our two examples, we have illustrated that using the linguistic fuzzy modelling approach means we can easily understand and easily adjust models of an individual's knowledge, decision-making process and understanding of certain systems. These models operate on two levels-linguistic and formal. The formal level allows us to input the models into a computer-this way, in the case of psychological diagnostics, part of the diagnostics data can be pre-processed, based on the diagnostician's own knowledge and experience reflected in linguistic rules and the diagnostician can be provided with comprehensive output-see e.g. Figure 11 . We have provided several reasons for why the fuzzy approach might be considered the tool of choice in some of the situations a psychologist may encounter. The final decision as to whether or not to try these methods now rests with the reader.
